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EU/FAO joint meeting with Minister of Agriculture and Food Security and meeting with President Joyce Banda
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Wide shot arrival of the the EC Piebalgs
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Wide shot Piebalgs walking in to the building with the
Minister of Agriculture and Food Security
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Sound-bite (in English) by Piebalgs: “ Last year we made
a payment of over eighty million Euro to Malawi we also
contracted one hundred forty million Euro and committed
more than two hundred million Euro and for the size of the
Country I would say this is a very decent sum in particular
it is a payment figure for the implement. I have also signed
an agreement with the President on 90 million-something
Euros in particular for the agriculture and rural
development. But If I see the results that we have it's
mixed if we see on the mdgs the poverty is still there, the
education is still there, maternal mortality, so that means
we need to find the way for much more focus cooperation,
much more effective cooperation. I've basically came here
more to listening to you, what are your visions, what are
your challenges particularly for food security and
agriculture. So it's very crucial for us to understand your
challenges your perspectives because you also iinvested
a substantial time in …. and it would be very interesting to
see where you see the real challenge. I appreciate this
meeting with you and with all your colleagues.”
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Piebalgs and the Minister of Agriculture and Food security
shaking hands
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Wide shot arrival and greeting of the President Joyce
Banda ans shaking hands with Piebalgs
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Wide shot President Joyce Banda greeting and
welcoming Piebalgs and the members of the Delegation
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Soundbite (in English) by Piebalgs: “What we discussed
was how to make the Malawi's farmer rich, how to make
the State rich, that's what the discussion is about. From
2012 210 million is been committed for supporting Malawi,
70million is in agriculture, and we discussed today how to
best engage and immediately create some outsource out
of this. And the EU is ready to work with the Government
and definitely with FAO to increase the income because
rich farmers make also Malawi-State rich. Thank you.”
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